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Doggie Drinklets Will Keep Pets Hydrated, Happy And Healthy While On
The Go!
New York, NY - July 7, 2014 - Doggie Drinklets are the solution for our fourlegged friends who are on the go and need to stay hydrated. Convenient
and easy to use, this portable water bowl is beneficial for both pet parents
and their beloved pup. Pet owners often spend hours researching safe dog
toys or comparing various pet food brands to ensure their canine
companion is healthy and happy. Whatmany individuals fail to realize is
that an ever-present bowl of clean water may be the most important step
in providing a healthy life for their dog. Maintaining proper hydration is
essential and should not be ignored.
Water is the main component of healthy, living cells of the body. Without
water, a dog’s body will not be able to function properly, which can lead to
dehydration. A lack of water in the body can cause serious problems,
including kidney and heart damage.
Responsible and health conscious pet parents will go above and beyond to
keep their canine stimulated and active; which often consists of spending
more time outdoors or in new environments. Unfortunately, during these
circumstances, convenient access to water is not always available for pets.
Doggie Drinklets are ultra-portable water bowls that fold flat to fit in a pet
owner’s wallet or pocket. They are extremely easy to use and can be filled
from a water bottle, faucet or drinking fountain. Pet parents can either hold

the Drinklets in their hand or simply place on a flat surface. Each pack
contains 7 sturdy re-usable bowls. Drinklets can be refilled, re-used later or
disposed of responsibly. Each sturdy 3”x 3.5” bowl holds over a cup of
water.
Doggie Drinklets will give pet parents peace of mind knowing they are
providing their pup with the water they need and deserve at all times.
Drinklets are a thirsty dog’s best friend!
The Doggie Drinklets will be available at http://www.puplight.com/.
For more information contact Jackie Simoni at puplight@aol.com or call
630-858-3057.
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